
If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and 
manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

Move more product faster with industry leading 
travel speeds and greater maneuverability. 
Designed with the operator in mind and built 
with a small footprint, this truck is ideal for high-
throughput and heavy-duty applications in and out 
of trailers and over shorter travel distances.

DURABILITY

+ Sarlink® thermoplastic polymer covers are 
lightweight, providing increased energy 
efficiency yet resistant to rusting, fading, and 
denting to protect vital components

+ Undercarriage is built with ductile iron 
components, proven to be stronger and more 
resilient than steel (65K PSI vs 40K PSI)

+ Hall Effect Sensors replace potentiometers to 
reduce wear allowing the truck to stand up to 
tougher applications longer

+ Lift and Go™ Technology 
Reduces wear to the undercarriage 
and assists in training operators by 
decreasing travel speed until forks 
are raised. 

+ Programmable Parameters 

Ensures a comfortable, confident 
operation by allowing customized 
performance to fit the application.

+ Smooth, Precise Control 
Enables enhanced maneuverability 
and controlled operation at all 
speeds, automatically slowing the 
truck when cornering.

ADAPTABILITY

+ Wide range of fork lengths and load wheel 
options enable customization to the 
application

+ Dual lift cylinders offer greater load stability by 
evenly supporting and lifting the load

+ Intuitive control handle fits a wide range 
of operators with easy-to-reach throttle 
accessibility for precise speed control and 
maneuverability

8310 WALKIE 
PALLET TRUCK

FEATURES DESIGNED TO BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

QUICK SPECS

CAPACITY  6,000 lbs. or 8,000 lbs

BATTERY  24 volt

FORK SIZES  Single or Double

TRAVEL SPEED  3.9 mph
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OPTIONS FOR OPTIMIZED PERFORMANCE

The industry’s most comprehensive and scalable 
telematics suite combines warehouse metrics with 
real-time operator and fleet data, allowing you to 
leverage valuable information directly from your fleet, 
assets and workforce.  More data, more insight, more 
decision-making power – so you can achieve warehouse 
optimization across your entire operation. Opportunities 
include:

+ recommendations on right-sizing your fleet

+ management solutions and suggestions to optimize labor 
efficiency 

+ asset maintenance and management 

+ tracking/controlling lift truck movements and locating 
personnel/assets

Compatible with any RAM-mounted attachment, the accessory bar 
includes 4, 2 position power plug connections for easy integration 
a variety of accessories such as scanning holsters, work lights, and 
fans. Incorporating the storage tray helps keep tools organized and at 
the operators’ fingertips for enhanced convenience and productivity 
throughout the shift.

iWAREHOUSE® INTELLIGENT WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS

ACCESSORY BAR & STORAGE TOTE

Depending on your application needs, we offer a variety of options to meet 
your demands including our Extreme Environment Corrosion Package, Cold 
Storage Package, and E and EE Rating Truck and Battery configurations for 
classified locations as defined in NFPA 505. 

ENVIRONMENT SPECIFIC OPTIONS


